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QUESTION 1 Which two operating systems are not supported as a platform for the View Client? (Choose two.) A. IOS B. Unix
C. Android D. Novell Answer: BD Explanation:
https://my.vmware.com/web/vmware/info/slug/desktop_end_user_computing/vmware_horizon_vi ew_clients/2_0QUESTION 2 A
colleague wants to know more about Persona Management. What should you tell him? A. Persona Management allows an
administrator to determine who has logged in to a specific virtual desktop B. Persona Management allows a user to have the same
environment regardless of the virtual desktop that they log in to C. Persona Management actively maps drives and printers to the
virtual desktop on demand D. Persona Management is used to deploy a virtual desktop based on the user's requests Answer: D
Explanation: http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/view/VMware-View-Persona-Management-Deployment- Guide.pdf(see page 3)
QUESTION 3 A colleague asks you what role ThinApp provides for Horizon View. How should you respond? A. ThinApp is used
to provide patching and update processes for the virtual desktop B. ThinApp allows a virtual desktop to be deployed without local
storage C. ThinApp is used to create a virtual sandbox to deploy applications to virtual desktops D. ThinApp allows you to
deploy virtual desktops in a minimal amount of disk space Answer: C Explanation:
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/thinapp_datasheet.pdf QUESTION 4 A client has asked you to define the role of the View
Security Server? How should you respond? A. It provides authentication for in-house users in security sensitive areas B. It
maintains a list of certificates and revocation lists for the virtual desktops C. It maintains secure connections between the Internet
and theinternal network D. It maintains secure connections between vCenter and Horizon View Answer: C Explanation:
http://pubs.vmware.com/view-50/index.jsp?topic=/com.vmware.view.installation.doc/GUID03AC032E-2B8D-49EB-A467-88953F505980.html QUESTION 5 You have several groups of users that require policies to manage
access to their files and data. Which solution will provide this functionality? A. Horizon Mirage B. Horizon Workspace C.
vCenter Operations Manager for View D. View Administrator Answer: A Explanation:
https://www.vmware.com/support/mirage/doc/releasenotes-mirage423.html QUESTION 6 Which statement reflects an Accessibility
challenge that must be addressed for a new VMware Horizon deployment? A. Our existing storage device is already heavily used;
we want to minimize the additional space required for the new VDI system. B. PCs cost so much to buy, maintain, and replace. It
would be great to have a simple device that would last for years and require little if any maintenance effort. C. To further protect
our data, we need to make sure that even if someone gets an authorized user's credentials, they can't login with them. D. Some
users have graphics intensive jobs and need the highest quality and performance possible. Answer: B QUESTION 7 A colleague has
asked you if vCenter can be used to manage Horizon View virtual desktops and desktop pools. How should you respond? A. You
should never use vCenter to manage your virtual desktops, only View Administrator B. You can use vCenter to manage your
virtual desktops, but only if you use the Web Client C. You cannot use vCenter to manage you virtual desktops D. You can use
vCenter to manage your virtual desktops if you install the View plugin Answer: D Explanation:
http://www.messaging-virtualization.com/?p=3039 Passing your Vmware VCAW510 Exam by using the latest Vmware VCAW510
Exam Dump Full Version: http://www.braindump2go.com/vcaw510.html
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